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Introduction to Timescale
PostgreSQL, super-charged for time-series data



Accelerated digital transformation in every 
industry makes understanding how and why 
systems change critical to business 
success.

Time-series data represents how a 
system, process, or behavior changes 
over time. 



Time-series data is

Relentless
Time-series data is

Everywhere Temporal
Time-series data is

✴ DevOps Monitoring

✴ Application Metrics

✴ Customer Metrics

✴ Internet of Things

✴ Financial Data

✴ Much more

✴ Generated at very 
high-volume


✴ Generated as often as 
every fraction of a 
second from up to 
millions of sources


✴ Piles up very quickly

✴ Must be stored 

efficiently for insert 
and retrieval

✴ Requires time-based 
analytics: time 
bucket, gap filling, 
approximation 
algorithms


✴ Requires time-
oriented data 
management: 
retention, data tiering, 
compression, etc.



The first open-source multi-node, 
petabyte-scale relational database 
for time-series data. Fully managed 
or self‑hosted.



543,000+
Active TimescaleDB Databases



TimescaleDB is PostgreSQL with  
time-series superpowers

Supercharged PostgreSQL 
Rely on the same PostgreSQL you know 

and love, with full SQL, rock-solid 
reliability, and a massive ecosystem.

Accelerated performance 
Achieve 10-100x faster queries than 

PostgreSQL, InfluxDB, and MongoDB. 
Native optimizations for time-series.

Massive scale 
Write millions of data points per second. 

Horizontally scale to petabytes.  
Don’t worry about cardinality.

Relational & time series, together 
Simplify your stack, ask more complex 
questions, and build more powerful 
applications.

Worry-free operations 
Let us run TimescaleDB for you, fully 
managed on AWS, Azure, or GCP in 
75+ regions. Access top-rated support.

Lower costs 
Spend less with 94% compression rates 
from best-in-class algorithms and other 
performance improvements.



The leading managed service for 
time-series data. 


TimescaleDB hosted in the 
cloud provider of your choice.

Timescale Cloud

Deploy in any major cloud 
provider: AWS, Azure, GCP

75+ regions with 2000+ different 
storage/compute configurations

VPC Peering

SOC2, HIPAA, ISO27001, CCPA, 
and GDPR compliance



Developer 
productivity
TimescaleDB provides all the 
power and convenience of 
PostgreSQL, including a 
proven relational database, the 
full SQL language, the rich and 
vibrant PostgreSQL tools 
ecosystem, and all the 
developer tools supported by 
PostgreSQL.



Highly 
scalable data 
ingestion
Write millions of data points 
per second from relentless 
streams of time-series data.



Petabyte-
scale storage
TimescaleDB offers highly 
efficient storage, offering 
90-95% storage savings. Store 
100s of billions of rows and 
10s of terabytes of data on a 
single machine, or petabytes 
across many servers.



Innovative 
time-series 
analytics
TimescaleDB includes a 
number of time-oriented 
features not found in traditional 
relational databases, including 
functions for complex 
windowing, gap-filling, 
interpolation, and much more.



Enterprise-
grade data 
management
TimescaleDB includes 
advanced data management 
not found in traditional 
relational databases, including 
data retention, downsampling, 
data tiering, hypertable and 
schema management, data 
lifecycle management, and 
more.



Multi-node performance for petabyte scale



Built on PostgreSQL 
Use the tools and utilities you know and love



Built by developers, for developers
tsdbadmin@tsdb=>  
-- What is the change of memory consumption for each 
-- of my k8s containers over the past 10 minutes? 
SELECT time_bucket('10 seconds', time) AS period, 
  container_id, avg(free_mem) 
FROM metrics 
WHERE time > NOW () - interval '10 minutes' 
GROUP BY period, container_id 
ORDER BY period DESC, container_id; 

| period                 | container_id | avg     | 
|------------------------|--------------|---------| 
| 2020-07-01 12:01:00+00 | 16           | 72202   | 
| 2020-07-01 12:01:00+00 | 73           | 837725  | 
| 2020-07-01 12:01:00+00 | 96           | 412237  | 
| 2020-07-01 12:01:00+00 | 142          | 1173393 | 
| 2020-07-01 12:00:50+00 | 16           | 90104   | 
| 2020-07-01 12:00:50+00 | 73           | 784596  | 
| 2020-07-01 12:00:50+00 | 96           | 574134  | 
| 2020-07-01 12:00:50+00 | 142          | 960104  | 

Time: 12.615 ms

✴ Full SQL, your skills still 
apply


✴ Built-in time-series 
analytical functions


✴ Works just like 
PostgreSQL: use the 
tools you already know


✴ Full relational database, 
join with other data 
sources for deep insight



SQL is the 3rd-most popular 
programming language among 
developers.

Developers  
❤  

SQL

Source: Stack Overflow, https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2020#most-popular-technologies 

https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2020#most-popular-technologies


Fair pricing and licensing

Apache 2.0 License

Apache-2 Edition 
Free

Timescale License (TSL)

Community Edition 
Free Timescale Cloud

Timescale Forge

Plans start at $49/month

AWS, Azure, or GCP in 75+ regions


Top-rated support

Hosted

Learn more about the Timescale License at: https://blog.timescale.com/blog/building-open-source-business-in-cloud-era-v2/ 

https://blog.timescale.com/blog/building-open-source-business-in-cloud-era-v2/


Support options
Community Cloud Basic Cloud Production Gold

Free Included with  
Timescale Cloud Paid annual subscription Paid annual subscription

Unlimited support, but no case 
tracking 

No SLA for response time 

Available for hosted and self-
hosted products 

Online (Slack) support

Unlimited support during 
business hours 

Typical email replies within 2 
business days

Intended for hosted products 

Unlimited support with after 
hours support based on 
severity 

Sev 1 – 1 hour 24 x 7 
Sev 2 – 4 hours, 24 x 7 
Sev 3 – 1 business day 

Email + Support Portal access

Intended for self-hosting 

Unlimited support with after 
hours support based on 
severity 

Sev 1 – 1 hour 24 x 7 
Sev 2 – 4 hours, 24 x 7 
Sev 3 – 1 business day 

Email + Support Portal access



Time-series data is everywhere

-- What is the change of memory consumption for each
-- of my k8s containers over the past 10 minutes?
SELECT time_bucket('10 seconds', time) AS period,
  container_id, avg(free_mem)
FROM metrics
WHERE time > NOW () - interval '10 minutes'
GROUP BY period, container_id
ORDER BY period DESC, container_id;

-- How much of my advertising inventory is unsold or
-- has unmet demand over recent time intervals?
SELECT period, total_sold,
  (total_supply - total_sold) AS total_unsold,
  (total_demand - total_sold) AS total_unmet
FROM (
  SELECT time_bucket('10 seconds', time) AS period,
    SUM(sold) AS total_sold,
    SUM(supply) AS total_supply,
    SUM(demand) AS total_demand
  FROM inventory
  WHERE time > NOW () - interval '10 minutes'
  GROUP BY period
) AS data ORDER BY period DESC;

-- For a specific machine, what are its avg, min, and max temp
-- readings over time to ensure it's in proper operating range?
SELECT time_bucket('10 seconds', time) AS period,
  min(temperature) AS min_temp,
  avg(temperature) AS avg_temp,
  max(temperature) AS max_temp,
FROM measurements
WHERE machine_id = 'C931baF7'
  AND time > NOW() - interval '150s'
GROUP BY period
ORDER BY period DESC;

-- For financial ticker 'TIMS', what the the open, close, high, and
-- low prices (and its trade volume) over the past 30 days?
SELECT time_bucket('1 day', time) AS day,
  first(price, time) AS open,
  last(price, time) AS close,
  max(price) AS high,
  min(price) AS low,
  sum(volume) AS volume
FROM prices
WHERE asset_code = 'TIMS'
  AND time > NOW() - interval '30d'
GROUP BY day
ORDER BY day ASC;

DevOps Monitoring Application Metrics Internet of Things Financial Data



Make the 
right choice

Timescale is available in 75+ regions 
with 2000+ storage/compute 
configurations

Yes, SQL

Timescale is the serious time-series 
database for your most demanding 
workloads

The power of PostgreSQL: 
easily join time-series and 
business data for unique 
insight



www.timescale.com



Appendix: Charts



Flexible 
Cloud 

Options

A flexible relational database for 
time-series data hosted in the 
cloud provider of your choice 
with enterprise features

An innovative relational 
database for time-series data w/ 
advanced operational features 
and new product capabilities

Timescale Cloud

Deploy in any major cloud 
provider: AWS, Azure, GCP

75+ regions with 2000+ different 
storage/compute configurations

VPC Peering

SOC2, HIPAA, ISO27001, CCPA, 
and GDPR compliance

Get started in 30 seconds

Decoupled storage/compute

Instant pause/resume

Dynamic scaling

Multi-node deployment

Plans start at $0.067/hour



Cloud-native, easy start, low cost


The easy, innovative, and cost-
effective way to store and analyze 
your time-series data

Get started in 30 seconds

Decoupled storage/compute

Instant pause/resume

Dynamic scaling

Multi-node deployment

Plans start at $0.067/hour





Timescale Cloud is available in all three major cloud providers (AWS, Azure, GCP) in 75+ regions and in 2000+ storage/compute configurations

Influx...is not



TimescaleDB blows InfluxDB out of the water in 
the Time-Series Benchmark Series


Read more: https://tsdb.co/timescaledb-v-influxdb

https://tsdb.co/timescaledb-v-influxdb


InfluxDB includes a proprietary query language (that changes frequently) 
called FluxQL. Compare FluxQL with the elegance and simplicity of SQL, a 

language with a rich tradition known by millions of developers


Read more: https://tsdb.co/timescaledb-v-influxdb

https://tsdb.co/timescaledb-v-influxdb







